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ABSTRACT

A new formulation of the transverse resonance tech-

nique is introduced and applied to the propagation char-

acteristics calculation of MIC and MMIC slot line config-

urate ions. By utilizing a scattering-type representation of

the transverse discontinuities involved, the influences of

different boundary conditions as required for conductor-

backed, shielded or even open structures can be easily

incorporated. The computed results obtained with this

method are found to be in excellent agreement with mea-

surements as well as with previously published theoretical

data on fundamental and higher-order mode characteris-

tics. The software is operational on 386compatible work

stat ions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The conventional transverse resonance method for

transversely discontinuous waveguides [1] such w finlines

or shielded microstrip is a well-known technique to calcu-

late the propagation characteristics of quasi-planar trans-

mission line structures. Although the restrictions to mod-

erate and larger slotwidths [2, 3] can be reduced by us-

ing an improved transmission-matrix formulation for caa-

caded discontinuitiee [4], precisely defined boundary con-

ditions are still required to formulate the resonance condi-

tion of a structure. Whereas many shielded configurations

with electric-wall boundaries have been analyzed for their

propagation constants and characteristic impedances,

open structures have not yet been solved with this model,

except for the groove guide in [5] where a fundamental-

mode transverse resonance equivalent circuit approach is

applied.

Modern MIC and MMIC components are realized in

open, conductor-backed and shielded transmission line

technology. The effects of shleldlng, conductor-backing

and finite-extent ground planes have been addressed and

analyzed in the literature [69]. Most of the investiga-

tion, however, are focussed on the low-dispersive coplanar

waveguide rather than on slotline structures where the

frequency dependence of the line characteristics is more

pronounced. So far, only Heinrich [9, 10] haa analyzed

the slotline as applied to MMIC circuitry. The modal

analysis used, however, involves upper and lower shield-

ing which have to be significantly spaced in order to be

able to approximate open structures. This usually leads

to numerical complications caused by large arguments of

sinh, cosh or exp functions.

Therefore, this paper introduces a scattering-type for-

mulation of the transverse resonance technique as ap

plied to (M)MIC slotline structures (Fig. 1). Since the

boundary values in the relevant directions are introduced

in terms of scattering parameters rather than fixed con-

ditions, open, conductor-backed and shielded structures
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Fig. 1 Slot line structures for (M)MIC applications;

a) open, b) conductor-backed, c) shielded.
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only differ in their reflection coefficients at the bound-

aries. The basic resonance condition remains unchanged.

Moreover, this method preserves the possibility of indi-

vidually selecting the number of expansion terms in the

different subregions as opposed to the transmission-like

transverse resonance formulation in [2, 3].

II. THEORY

According to the scattering-type formulation of the

transverse resonance conditions, the electric and magnetic

vector potentials are characterized by incident and re-

flected waves ‘“ – - ‘-

‘(cf. Fig. 2a)

A;= =

A:= =

in z-direction: For region z = O, 1, U, lV

~(A\~-j’~nz + Bje+j~~.z)
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.cos{(2n — l)%}e-j~’=
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. sin{(z~ – l)~}e-~~zz ; (2)

in region III, the sums read n = O to &f —1, the arguments

of the sin and cos functions are replaced by 2nny/s, arid

the cos function is divided by ~~ where 6.. is the

kronecker delta. In Fig. 2a, the amplitude coefficients

AL, C; and B;, D: are combined to vectors ~“ and &i,

respectively (i = O to IV).

By matching the tangential field components at inter-

faces x = –d, O and z = O, t, the modal scattering-type

representation of the dielectric substrate (&) and the

metallization (&) are obtained (cf. Fig. 2b). Note that

since the amplitude coefficients are not power-normalized,

the magnitudes of the elements of (&) and (~) may ex-

ceed the unit y value. As Ax approaches zero (Fig. 2a),

vectors ~“ and ~“ are related by

~“ = IJn~O and ~“ = I&ut ~“ (3)

(cf. Fig. 2b). Hence the resonance condition can be

formulated as

[~ - ~in~ut]ll” = O (4)

where ~ represents the identity matrix. The propagation

characteristics are determined by the zeros of the deter-

minant in (4). Solving for @o and successively applying

the scattering relations at the different interfaces finally

allows the characteristic impedance to be calculated by

the power-voltage definition, e.g. [10].

In (4), the reflection coefficient matrices ~in, I&t

are calculated according to the boundary conditions in x-

696

direction. In case of an open structure, & = ~r = O (Fig.

2b) and hence

~in = S.S11> but = Sd22. (5)

For a conductor-backed slot line (& = –1), Qut is re-

placed by

lout = &22 — Sf21[l + SdJlSd12. (6)

Together with (6), the conditions for the shielded struc-

ture are

(~) = (:;)—— (7)

where ~ = Diag {–e–j2k~~h} (8)

and ~in = 4Ss11 + &12rJI – &22L’r]-1&21. (9)

It should be noted that but as well as the subma-

trices of (&) are purely diagonal. Therefore, the open

and conductor-backed structures are less CPU-time in-

tensive than the shielded case. As far as the computer

algorithm is concerned, the open slotline represents the

simplest configuration and does not experience any nu-

merical limitations.
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Fig. 2 Slotline geometries for the field theory treatment;

a) subregions and wave amplitude vectors, b) scattering-

type representation of structure.



III. RESULTS

Fig. 3 compares the effective permittivity calculated

with this method with measurements carried out in [11].

Although the finite strip width of the open slotline in [11]

has been replaced by the magnetic wall model in this the-

ory, good agreement is obtained. The two slotline models

(finite strip and magnetic wall) have also been analyzed

in [10] where the tilte strip model values are found to

be slightly higher than those resulting from the magnetic

wall assumption. This tendency is confirmed in Fig. 4

when comparing the measured values (+) with the solid

lines of this theory. The dashed line represents the re-

sults of Cohn>s theory [12] for the open slotline. Since a

ridge waveguide model is used in [12], Cohn’s method fails

at lower frequencies due to the fundamental mode cutoff

effect.

A comparison between open, conductor-backed and

shielded slotline propagation characteristics is shown in

Fig. 4. Since the upper shielding in this case is four times

the substrate thickness away from the slotline metalliza-

tion, the differences between the shielded and conductor-

backed structures can be neglected beyond 5 GHz. The

open slotline, however, shows far lower propagation con-

stants which is due to the fact that the electric field ex-

tends into the air region below the substrate. It should

be noted that the values obtained by this method for the

shielded structure are in perfect agreement with [13].

Fig. 5 shows the characteristics of a slotline configu-

ration for MMIC applications. Since the distance h of the

upper shielding is not specified for the reference values

in [10], thk structure has been calculated assuming the

conductor-backed case. Excellent agreement is achieved

for the propagation characteristics of the fundamental as

well as the first higher-order mode when comparing the re-

sults of thk method with the modal analysis values of the

shielded structure in [10]. Reasonable agreement is also

obtained for the characteristic impedance. The slight de-

viations are assumed to be due to loss considerations and

the upper shielding in [10]. As haa been shown for finline

circuits in [3, 4] the characteristic impedance defined by

voltage and power approaches zero as soon as higher-order

modes start to propagate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A versatile and powerful method for the calculation

of (M) MIC transmission-line characteristics is introduced

and demonstrated at the examples of slotline structures.

The main new feature of this method is a scattering-type

formulation of the transverse resonance technique which

permits a simple procedure to include different bound-
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Fig. 3 Comparison of propagation characteristics obtained

with this method (solid lines) with measurements in [11]

(++) and Cohn’s [12] results (dashed line); d = 0.635

mm, t = 7.03 pm, .g = 0.5 mm, ~, = 9.7.
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Fig. 4 Propagation characteristics of open, conductor-

backed and shielded slotline MIC structure (++ [13]; —,
--- this theory); b = 10 mm, d = s = 1 mm, t= 3~m, h

= 4 mm (shielded structure only), E, = 10.2.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of fundamental and higher-order mode

characteristics with results presented in [10] for a slotline

MMIC configuration (+ o [10], — this theory); b = 0.84

mm, d = 0.6 mm, s = 0.04 mm, t= 3pm, 6, = 12.9.

ary conditions for open, conductor-backed and shielded

configurations as required in modern (M)MIC circuit de-

sign. The results produced by this new method are ver-

ified by comparisons with measurements and theoretical

data available in the literature, The related software is

operational on modem 386-type work stations and does

not require mainframe support.
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